Abstract. American obsolete and historical items reflect constant cultural and language changes along with their interaction. Etymologically, many of them go back to Dutch, Indian languages, British dialectisms and archaisms. Semantically, the stock in many cases refers to such fields as the American frontier, politics, historial events, slavery, folk traditions and old customs. Obsolete and historical idioms along with slang and colloquial vocabulary are well-pronounced. The text analysis in many cases reveals much earlier references of the items, different from established by authoritative sources.
have Dutch origin. Some of them refer to household objects, tools, e.g. kermis bed 'shake-down, bed on the floor', fyke 'hoop net for taking fish', as: "It was very late at night when we went to rest in a kermis bed, as it is called, in the corner of the hearth, along side of a good fire." [5, p. 54 A few Americanisms in question are nothing but British archaisms and dialectisms. The preservation of some locally restricted and archaic vocabulary of metropolitan variety in filial one is considered by the author as one of the typological signatures in the language variation [11] . Not all such lexemes are necessarily obsolete in present-day AE. Thus, baggage, now obsolete and replaced by luggage in BE, is current in AE both in the 17 th c. As for the semantics, some groups stand apart in the stock under consideration. One of them relates to adventure, travel, exploration, the American frontier. Thus, burthener means 'one who carries a burden', to stockade -'to protect with a stockade', jockey used to refer to 'horse-dealers or those who take care of horses', gouging describes a barbaric custom of forcing in fight an opponent's eye from its socket with thumb: "Mr. Quite a specific case is the description of American folk traditions, customs, games that have not survived nowadays. Thus, A. Hamilton in 1744 relates the diversion called 'hauling the fox', practiced on a simpleton: a rope is stretched across a pond, with strong fellows concealed in the bush holding one end of it. Then the prankers tied a large fox to a stump in view and trick the poor fellow into a wager that a fox can pull him through the pond. The fool usually let himself tied to the rope and then dragged not by the fox but the guys in the hiding, getting wet to the amusement of viewers [9, Summary. American obsolete and historical items reflect constant cultural and language changes along with their interaction. Etymologically, a many of them go back to Dutch, Indian languages, and to British dialectisms and archaisms. Semantically, the stock in many cases refers to such fields as the American frontier, politics, historial events, slavery, folk traditions and old customs. Obsolete and historical idioms along with slang and colloquial vocabulary are wellpronounced. The text analysis reveals in many instances much earlier references, different from the established ones. The prospect of further study lies both in extending the period of analysis and in considering together the units of grammar, spelling, and phonology.
